
  EMI Releases ‘Kebnekaise’ Middleware 
   

 
Like all EMI middleware, the Kebnekaise codename comes from the name of a mountain in 

the home of one of its partner organizations. Alexandre Buisse, Wikimedia Commons  

 

 

On its one-year anniversary, the EMI project will distribute the first release of its middleware, 

EMI 1, codenamed „Kebnekaise.‟ This represents an important step towards a more 

integrated, standards-compliant and interoperable set of European middleware products. 

 

(EMI came up with the codename protocol after conducting a survey among its members. 

“Many liked the idea of using mountain names, as indicative of the increasing level of 

features in each release,” said Balazs Konya, the project‟s technical director. As a result, the 

codename of this release is named after the tallest mountain in Sweden: Kebnekaise. The 

others are named after Mont Bianco, tallest mountain in Europe, and the Matterhorn – 

Switzerland‟s most iconic peak.) 

 

This release is the result of efforts to integrate and harmonize four different middlewares that 

were developed in the past. All were co-funded by the European Commission: ARC, dCache, 

gLite and UNICORE. “For EMI 1, harmonization means having a common framework for 

building, certifying, and distributing middleware. It is vital to set a common ground for the 

different middleware stacks, so we can prepare for the content-based and functionality-related 

harmonization that will happen in the next releases,” said Konya. 

 

This was seconded by Morris Riedel, leader of EMI‟s joint research area, who added: “There 

are differences in the working practices of middleware providers. These cover a number of 

areas, like development strategies, and packaging and release methodologies. It is essential to 

bring these differences into harmony before moving on. After the first year, we expect to not 

only further streamline in areas such as duplication removal, but to also standardize and 

develop common interfaces. These include the adoption of a common structure for 

accounting, resource information exchange or authentication/authorization.” 

 

Konya said EMI 1 will feature common product packaging, following existing and well 

established open-source guidelines such as those of Debian, Fedora and EPEL. This will help  



ensure the sustainability and acceptance of the middleware beyond academic communities, 

and improve ease of installation of EMI products. “It will be as easy as installing any other 

standard software package on Linux,” said Cristina Aiftimiei, EMI 1‟s release manager. 

“EMI packages will be deployed following the known Filesystem Hierarchy Standard. This 

means packages will be installed under /usr instead of the custom installation paths that 

proliferated in the past.” (Although this is not new for ARC, which adheres to this standard 

already, it represents a major improvement for UNICORE, gLite, and dCache.) 

 

The change will be transparent to system administrators. After they install EMI 1 services, 

these will be configured on resources with the same tools used for past distributions.  

 

“Equally notable, there will be concrete benefits for users of the middleware,” said Morris. 

“For instance, VOMS will be using standard SSL instead of GSI. This will ease 

interoperability of grid credentials with commonly used authorization patterns based on 

SAML. In addition, there will be major advances in data management components, including 

a richer set of information via GLUE2 and transparent support of NFS4.1 and WebDAV. 

These will allow mounting part of grid storage on the local file system, or access to grid 

storage with established web-based methods.”  

 

„EMI 1 Kebnekaise‟ is the first of three major releases to come, with „EMI 2 Matterhorn‟ and 

„EMI 3 Monte Bianco‟ expected in 2012 and 2013 respectively. In between, EMI will 

consider intermediate releases depending upon customer requests and development progress.  

 

For more information, visit EMI. <<http://www.eu-emi.eu/ >> 
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